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Overview 
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Manage Payroll and Loans offers you a single platform to manage all payroll and loan submissions. 



You have Greater Control 

• Manage Payroll and Loans feature allows you to have ultimate control in submitting payroll and loan files. 

• We are putting the power of real time, open access in your hands to submit, update and edit your payroll information to 
ensure that is always received in a timely and accurate fashion. 

• To ensure quality data, we are reviewing your input to our system to detect participant missing, inaccurate or incomplete 
data. 

• We have developed multiple ways to accept the data to ensure that it is as easy and straightforward as possible for you to 
manage.

What follows is a step by step review of the capabilities providing you everything you need to take advantage of the payroll 
processing as soon as possible. 
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Method-
From Scratch 

The From Scratch method allows you to create a new file, update an existing participant or add a new 
participant/employee record. 
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All changes to payroll and loan files start by selecting Manage Payroll and Loans link 



The Manage Payroll and Loans landing page shows status and method for payroll files 

In Progress files = files not submitted 
for processing.

Submitted files = processed files. 

You can either delete or resume In 
Progress Files via icons. 

Files that are being updated by 
another user are shown with the 
Lock icon.

If no action is taken on a file; file will 
automatically be deleted after 30 
days.  A warning message will appear. 

Or create a new file by selecting one 
of the file creation methods.



Select Scratch from the Create New File Creation Method 
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When creating any file type (such as from Scratch), enter the name/description, pay period end 
date and check date before continuing
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The scratch method creates a blank file, where you can add existing or new 
participants/employees to the file 
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You can add either an existing or new participant/employee to a file  
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If participant/employee 
is within Prudential 
system; demographic 
data will be displayed.

If participant/employee 
is not within Prudential 
system, you must enter 
necessary demographic 
data.



Your data will now be displayed. Validations will run to see if there is any missing, inaccurate or 
incomplete data.

The validations run for all of the 
different file creation methods.

Critical errors (red) = data points 
that must be corrected before 
proceeding with processing the 
file.

Warning errors (orange) = data 
points that appear to be 
suspicious.  You may proceed 
with processing without 
correcting data.

See Data Validation section for 
additional details. 

You are able to correct these 
errors directly on the screen.  
Any updates will be revalidated 
to ensure accuracy. 
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Make any desired updates and then click continue; several fields will offer you a drop down to 
select valid values 
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The Loans tab allows you to enter in the Loan Data

If you are adding an  
employee, his/her  
relevant active loan 
data will automatically 
populate.  You are able 
to update accordingly.   



From the Totals Screen, check your information and submit the file; which will be processed upon 
receipt of funding; if applicable  
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A confirmation message that the file was submitted for processing is provided
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Method -
Excel Upload

Use this method if you utilize Excel to manage your payroll file.  Can also be used to make one 
participant demographic update or multiple/bulk participant demographic updates.
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All changes to payroll and loan files start by selecting Manage Payroll and Loans link 



The Manage Payroll and Loans landing page shows status and method for payroll files 

In Progress files = files not submitted 
for processing.

Submitted files = processed files. 

You can either delete or resume In 
Progress Files via icons. 

Files that are being updated by 
another user are shown with the 
Lock icon.

If no action is taken on a file; file will 
automatically be deleted after 30 
days.  A warning message will appear. 

Or create a new file by selecting one 
of the file creation methods.



Select Excel from the Create New File Creation Method to Upload Excel File 
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Upload one or two files by either dragging and dropping or selecting file from your computer
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Select what type of data in your file and click Finished Uploading

Select whether file is a 
Payroll File, a Loan File, 
or Both (combined both 
Payroll and Loan). You 
can upload up to two  
files at one time (where 
one file would be for 
payroll and one would 
be for loans).

Will confirm file name 
that was uploaded. 
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Select which tab/sheet/workbook (from the Excel File) you would like to map for your data

The screen shows all 
tabs/sheets of the Excel 
sheet such as “Request” 
and “Final Output”.  
Within each tab/sheet, 
the column headers will 
be displayed (such as 
“SSN” and “Name”, etc.) 
so that you know which 
tab you want to upload, 
in this case - Payroll tab 
represents payroll data. 

Will continue to display 
your file name. 
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From this screen, you can map your uploaded excel headers to Prudential's headers. 
You can click Accept to take the recommendations.

Prudential will 
systematically utilize 
artificial intelligence (AI) 
and machine learning to 
map your data fields to 
our data fields. You can 
either accept system 
suggestions or  map 
differently. 

AI = reading excel file 
column headers.

Machine learning = 
reading raw data on 
excel file.

You can ignore data 
fields that you do not 
want to upload.24



If you wish to accept the AI 
or machine learning 
suggestion; please select 
“accept”.

If you wish to remap a data 
field to another field; 
simply select map and 
select the new Prudential 
field you wish to map to 
from the right side 
selection of data points.  

You are able to quickly 
arrive at a specific data 
point by using search 
feature; type in field name 
such as “status” and it will 
display all fields associated 
with status to select.  
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Data mapping capabilities; accept Prudential suggestion or remap to another data point 



Map values to Prudential’s accepted values via a pick list for such fields as payroll frequency, 
marital status, employee status, etc. 
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Once your uploaded headers have been mapped to Prudential headers (or some columns 
ignored), click Continue
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If you continue to use the same data fields; you can save a mapped template 
so you don’t have to remap your file every time you upload
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When creating any file type (such as from Excel), enter the name/description, pay period end 
date, and check date before continuing. 

If pay period end date or check date are on excel file;we will automatically map these fields
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Your uploaded excel data will now be displayed. 
Validations will run to see if there is any missing, inaccurate or incomplete data.

The validations run for all of the 
different file creation methods.  

Critical errors (red) = data points 
that must be corrected before 
proceeding with processing the 
file.

Warning errors (orange) = data 
points that appear to be 
suspicious.  You may proceed 
with processing without 
correcting data.

See Data Validation section for 
additional details.

You are able to correct these 
errors directly on the screen.  
Any updates will be revalidated 
to ensure accuracy. 
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Make any desired updates and then click continue; 
several fields will offer you a drop down to select valid values 
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The Loans tab allows you to enter in the Loan Data

After your loan data was 
mapped, it will be  
displayed and you are 
able to update 
accordingly. 



For all file creation methods, you have the ability to “Save” and also “Close and Save”. 
The file will also be autosaved every two minutes.
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Cancel and delete the file if you would like to delete all of the work for that session

If you made a mistake, you have the 
ability to Cancel & Delete the file. 
This will delete any data you 
inputted for that session.

If you resume a file, the you will be 
returned to where you originally left 
off in that file. 

If you started a new file and 
selected delete, the file will be 
deleted.
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The Totals Screen allows you to check your information and submit the file; 
which will be processed upon receipt of funding
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If you wish for this file to be 
invested in accordance with 
participant investment 
allocations and fund this file 
through normal auto ACH or 
wire; no action is needed. 

If you are processing a non-
standard payroll file such as 
annual profit sharing 
contribution or a quarterly non-
discretionary match 
contribution; you have the 
ability to elect a different 
investment option than what the 
participant elected as well as 
requesting to fund this file via a 
different funding method such 
as wire. 



A confirmation message that the file was submitted for processing is provided
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Method -
From Previous

Chose this method if you want to work directly from a Previous file. The financials will copy directly from 
the selected previous file, while the demographic information will be updated with the last information 
on Prudential’s system.
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All changes to payroll and loan files start by selecting Manage Payroll and Loans link 



The Manage Payroll and Loans landing page shows status and method for payroll files 

In Progress files = files not submitted 
for processing.

Submitted files = processed files. 

You can either delete or resume In 
Progress Files via icons. 

Files that are being updated by 
another user are shown with the 
Lock icon.

If no action is taken on a file; file will 
automatically be deleted after 30 
days.  A warning message will appear. 

Or create a new file by selecting one 
of the file creation methods.



Select Previous from the Create New File Creation Method to use one of your Previous Files
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Select which file you would like to work from and click Continue
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When creating any file type (such as from Previous), enter the name/description, pay period end 
date, and check date before continuing 
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Your data will now be displayed. 
Validations will run to see if there is any missing, inaccurate or incomplete data.

The validations run for all of the 
different file creation methods.  

Critical errors (red) = data points 
that must be corrected before 
proceeding with processing the 
file.

Warning errors (orange) = data 
points that appear to be 
suspicious.  You may proceed 
with processing without 
correcting data.

See Data Validation section for 
additional details. 

You are able to correct these 
errors directly on the screen.  
Any updates will be revalidated 
to ensure accuracy. 
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Make any desired updates and then click continue; 
several fields will offer you a drop down to select valid values 
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The Loans tab allows you to enter in the Loan Data

All active loans are 
refreshed according to 
Prudential’s system 
when copying from a 
previous file. 



From the Totals Screen, check your information and submit the file; 
which will be processed upon receipt of funding
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A confirmation message that the file was submitted for processing is provided 
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Method -
From PruData

Used to work directly from Prudential’s information for all active participants and participants with an 
active loan. The demographic information will be copied over from Prudential, while the financials will 
be left blank for the you to populate.
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All changes to payroll and loan files start by selecting Manage Payroll and Loans link 



The Manage Payroll and Loans landing page shows status and method for payroll files 

In Progress files = files not submitted 
for processing.

Submitted files = processed files. 

You can either delete or resume In 
Progress Files via icons. 

Files that are being updated by 
another user are shown with the 
Lock icon.

If no action is taken on a file; file will 
automatically be deleted after 30 
days.  A warning message will appear. 

Or create a new file by selecting one 
of the file creation methods.



Select PruData from the Create New File Creation Method to Create File using Prudential Data
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When creating any file type (such as from PruData), enter the name/description, 
pay period end data and check date before continuing
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Your data will now be displayed. 
Validations will run to see if there is any missing, inaccurate or incomplete data.

The validations run for all of the 
different file creation methods. 

Critical errors (red) = data points 
that must be corrected before 
proceeding with processing the 
file.

Warning errors (orange) = data 
points that appear to be 
suspicious.  You may proceed 
with processing without 
correcting data.

See Data Validation section for 
additional details.

You are able to correct these 
errors directly on the screen.  
Any updates will be revalidated 
to ensure accuracy. 
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Make any desired updates and then click continue; 
several fields will offer you a drop down to select valid values 
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The Loans tab allows you to enter in the Loan Data

All active loans on 
Prudential’s system will 
automatically populate.  
You are able to update 
accordingly.   



From the Totals Screen, check your information and submit the data for 
processing upon receipt of funding
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A confirmation message that the file was submitted 
for processing during nightly cycle is provided
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Indicative Updates 

Used to make indicative updates in between payroll cycles for one participant/employee or many 
participants/employees.
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE 

• When making participant updates via the Sponsor Center you must remember to 
also update your system(s)

• If your system(s) is not updated; your outdated/incorrect participant data will 
overlay the updated/corrected data you updated here 
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One-Off Participant Updates Between Payroll Cycles  

• You are able to make one-off participant updates such as updating his/her sub 
status from active to leave of absence (LOA) or an address change 

• You are able to make a change to any data point for a specific participant; you are 
not required to enter all data points 

• Please refer to file creation method “From Scratch” section to create a file with 
that participant’s SSN 

• When creating the file for this one update; pay period end date and check date 
should be “current date” 
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Bulk Participant Updates Between Payroll Cycles  

• You are able to make bulk participant updates such as change status from active to 
terminated for your seasonal workers 

• You are able to make a change to any data point for a group of  participants; you 
are not required to enter all data points 

• Please refer to file creation method “Excel upload” section to create a file for those 
participants 

• When creating the file for these updates; pay period end date and check date 
should be “current date” 
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Data Validations  

Detection of missing, inaccurate or incomplete participant data which requires your attention. 
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Data Validations 

• Data points referenced in “red” are 
errors along with a red circle icon that 
require your attention and correction. 
Errors require correction before being 
able to process file  

• Data points referenced in “orange” 
are warnings along with an orange 
triangle icon indicating data is 
suspicious that you should review and 
determine if action is needed.  If no 
action is needed you are able to move 
forward with processing file 

• Data validations will read plan rules; 
as an example if plan requires spousal 
consent then marital status validation 
would be invoked 
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Dates – General Messages 
Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Date of Hire
• Employee Status Date
• Adjusted Hire Date
• Rehire Date
• Pay Period End Date
• Check Date
• Sub Status Date 

Date is not Valid Error 

• Date of Hire
• Employee Status Date
• Adjusted Hire Date
• Rehire Date
• Pay Period End Date
• Check Date
• Sub Status Date

Date is prior to or equal to 1/1/1900 Error

• Date of Hire
• Adjusted Hire Date
• Rehire Date 

Date is 2 or more years in the future Error
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Name & Address   

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• First Name First Name is Missing Warning  

• Last Name Last Name is Missing Warning 

• Name
Name submitted for SSN does not match name 
already on system 

Warning 

• Address 1 Address Line 1 is missing Error

• City City is missing Error

• State State is missing Error

• State
US State Code is not valid 
[FC or FN and military codes (AA, AE, AP) are acceptable]

Error

• State Canada Province Code is not valid Error

• Zip Code Zip Code is missing Error 

• Zip Code 
Invalid zip code, must be 5 or 9 digits
[not applicable for foreign addresses]

Error
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Subplan & Date of Birth     

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Subplan Subplan is invalid Error 

• Subplan Access to this subplan is denied Error

• Date of Birth Date of Birth is missing Error

• Date of Birth Date is greater than Minimum Required Distribution Age Warning 

• Date of Birth
Date of Birth of xx/xx/xxxx on your file is different than prior 
date provided xx/xx/xxxx

Warning 

• Date of Birth Age is less than 16 Warning

• Date of Birth Date of birth is future dated Error 
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Date of Hire, Adjusted Date of Hire & Rehire Date 
Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Date of Hire Date of Hire is Missing Error 

• Date of Hire 
Date of Hire of xx/xx/xxxx on your file is different than prior 
date provided xx/xx/xxxx

Warning 

• Adjusted Date of Hire 
Adjusted Hire Date of xx/xx/xxxx on your file is different than 
prior date provided xx/xx/xxxx  

Warning 

• Rehire Date Rehire date is blank for a rehired employee Warning 

• Rehire Date  Rehire date received for a new participant Warning

• Rehire Date 
Rehire date of xx/xx/xxxx on your file is different than prior  
date provide xx/xx/xxxx  

Warning 

• Rehire Date Rehire date received without a status update Warning 
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Status and Sub Status

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Status Date Status date is more than 15 days from current date Warning 

• Employee Status 
Employee status date received without an employee status 
update 

Warning 

• Status/Status Date Employee Status Date is Future Dated Warning 

• Status/Status Date Employee Status is not valid Error 

• Status/Status Date Employee Status is missing Warning 

• Status/Statue Date  
Employee Status of Retired (22) not applied due to missing 
status date 

Error 

• Status/Status Date 
Employee Status of Terminated (32) not applied due to 
missing status date 

Error 
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Status and Sub Status

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Status Date 
Employee Status of Disability (35) not applied due to missing 
status date 

Error  

• Employee Status 
Employee Status of Death (3D) not applied due to missing 
status date 

Error 

• Sub Status/Status 
Date

Sub Status Date is Future Dated Warning 

• Sub Status/Status 
Date 

Employee Sub Status is not valid Error 

• Sub Status/Status 
Date

Sub status date must be provided if sub status is valued Error  

• Sub Status/Statue 
Date  

Sub status must be provided if sub status date is valued Error 
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Pay Period End Date & Check Date 

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Pay Period End Date Pay Period End Date is greater than 35 days in the future Error 

• Pay Period End Date Pay Period End Date is greater than 30  days in the past Warning 

• Pay Period End Date/Check Date 
Pay Period End Date and Check Date is missing; one must 
be provided 

Error 

• Check Date Check Date is greater than 35 days in the future Error 

• Check Date Check Date is greater than 30  days in the past Warning 
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Social Security Number (SSN)

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• SSN SSN is invalid Warning 

• SSN SSN is invalid, first 3 digits are zero Warning

• SSN SSN is invalid; position 4-5 are zero Warning 

• SSN SSN is invalid; end in 4 zeros Warning 

• SSN SSN is invalid; starts with 900 - 999 Warning 

• SSN SSN is invalid: SSN digits are all in sequential order Warning 

• SSN SSN already tied to another name Warning 

• SSN SSN already tied to another date of birth Warning 

• SSN SSN already tied to another name and date of birth Warning 
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Miscellaneous Fields 
Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Group Indicator Group indicator is missing or invalid Error 

• Union Indicator Union indicator is missing or invalid Error 

• Marital Status Marital status is missing Error

• Marital Status Marital status is invalid Error 

• Payroll Frequency Payroll frequency is not valid Error

• HCE Indicator Highly Compensated Employee indicator is not valid Error 

• Full Time/Part Time 
Indicator 

Full Time or part time indicator is missing or invalid Error 

• Insider Trader Indicator Inside Trader Indicator is not valid Error

• Auto Enroll Decline 
Indicator 

Auto enroll decline indicator is not valid Error 

• Gender Gender is not valid Error 
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Comparison Between Two Date Fields 

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Date of Birth/Date of Hire
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your file 

Error 

• Date of Birth/Date of Hire
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in 
Prudential’s system 

Error 

• Date of Birth/Date of Hire
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on 
your file 

Error

• Date of Birth/Date of Hire 
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system 

Error
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Comparison Between Two Date Fields

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Date of Birth/Rehire Date 
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx on your  file 

Error 

• Date of Birth/Rehire Date
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx in 
Prudential’s system  

Error 

• Date of Birth/Rehire Date 
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx on 
your file 

Error

• Date of Birth/Rehire Date 
Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system 

Error
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Comparison Between Two Date Fields

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Status Date/Date of Hire
Status Date xx/xx/xxxx on your file is less than or 
equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your file 

Error 

• Status Date/Date of Hire
Status Date xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is less 
than Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system  

Error 

• Status Date/Date of Hire 
Status Date xx/xx/xxxx  on your file is less than  Date 
of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system  

Error

• Status Date/Date of Hire 
Status Date xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is less 
than the Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your file 

Error
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Comparison Between Two Date Fields

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Rehire Date/Date of Hire
Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx on your file is less than or 
equal to  Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your  file 

Error 

• Rehire Date/Date of Hire
Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is less 
than or equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s 
system  

Error 

• Rehire Date/Date of Hire
Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx  in Prudential’s system is less 
than or equal to Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your file   

Error

• Rehire Date/Date of Hire 
Rehire Date xx/xx/xxxx on your file is less than or 
equal Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system  

Error
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Comparison Between Two Date Fields

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Date of Birth/Adjusted 
Date of Hire

Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Adjusted Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx on your  file 

Error 

• Date of Birth/Adjusted 
Date of Hire 

Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Adjusted Date of Hire  
xx/xx/xxxx in Prudential’s system  

Error 

• Date of Birth/Adjusted 
Date of Hire 

Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx  in Prudential’s system is 
greater than or equal to Adjusted Date of Hire 
xx/xx/xxxx on your file   

Error

• Date of Birth/Adjusted 
Date of Hire 

Date of Birth xx/xx/xxxx on your file is greater than or 
equal to Adjusted Date of Hire xx/xx/xxxx in 
Prudential’s system  

Error
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Eligible Fields 

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Eligibility Date Eligibility date needs a corresponding source Error 

• Eligibility Date 
Eligibility date must be valued if participant is being 
forced eligible to an employee or employer source 

Error 

• Eligible to Participate in 
Employee Source 

Source is not valid for the plan Error

• Eligible to Participate in 
Employer Source Source is not valid for the plan Error 

• Eligible to Participate in 
Employee or Employer 
Sources 

Participant cannot be eligible and never eligible for a 
source on the same file 

Error

• Never Eligible Source is not valid for the plan Error 
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Hours 
Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Current Pay Period Hours 
Worked

Current Pay Period Hours are a negative number Warning

• Current Pay Period Hours 
Worked  

Current Pay Period Hours are greater than 200 Warning  

• YTD Hours Worked Year to date hours is a negative number Error

• YTD Hours Worked Year to date hours is greater than 4,500 Warning 

• YTD Hours Worked Year to date hours decreased by more than 1,000 Warning 

• YTD Hours Worked or
• Current Pay Period Hours 

Worked 
Hours worked must be valued to support vesting Warning 
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Field Length 
Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• All Fields Field length (x) has been exceeded Error 

• All Fields Field should contain numeric characters only Error 

• All Fields 
Field should contain alpha or numeric characters only 
– non-keyboard characters were detected 

Error

• Name 
Field length of 27 has been exceeded for sum of First, 
Middle, and Last Name - Name will be truncated

Warning 

• Dollar Amount Fields Amount can only contain 1 decimal point Error 

• Dollar Amount Fields Amount can only contain 2 decimal places Error 

• Dollar Amount Fields 
Negative sign must be prior to first digit of dollar 
amount 

Error 
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Email Addresses 

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Work Email 
Work Email top level domain is invalid – Work Email 
address ignored 

Warning  

• Home Email 
Home Email top level domain is invalid – Home Email 
address ignored 

Warning 

• Work Email 
Work Email domain considered high risk – Work Email 
address ignored 

Warning 

• Home Email 
Home Email domain considered high risk – Home 
Email address ignored Warning 
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Email Addresses

Data Point Validation  Error Message Error Or Warning 

• Work Email 
Work Email contains invalid special characters – Work 
Email address ignored 

Warning 

• Home Email 
Home Email contains invalid special characters –
Home Email address ignored 

Warning 

• Work Email 
Work Email format not valid – Work Email address 
ignored 

Warning 

• Home Email 
Work Email format not valid – Work Email address 
ignored 

Warning 
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Tips & Tricks 

Helpful hints that make it easy to navigate through manage payroll and loans file processing which are 
consistent across all the file creation methods (i.e. Scratch, Pru, Previous, Excel).  
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation  method 

• SSN will default to “mask” however able to unmask participant SSN by 
selecting show SSN  

• Filter by show all data, errors only or a combination of warnings and errors 
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method

• Sort on SSN, last name or employee id 
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method

• Search on SSN, last name or employee id 
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method

• Pick list and calendar feature for certain data points 
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method

• Add or delete a participant/employee 
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• Files Automatically Save every 2 minutes

• You can also hit the Save button
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Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method



• Cancel and Delete

90

Common capabilities consistent with every file creation method
If you made a mistake, you have 
the ability to Cancel & Delete 
the file. This will delete any data 
you entered for that session.

If you resume a file, you will be 
returned to where you originally 
left off in that file. 

If you started a new file and 
selected delete, the file will be 
deleted.



Funding & Action 
Report  

Navigation to obtain your payroll receipt of funds and deferral/loan action report. 
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Payroll Information 
• To access your confirmation of 

receipt of funds, select Funding link 
within Payroll Tile 

• To access your payroll changes, 
select Deferral Loan Stop/Start link 
within Payroll Tile  

• To return to the landing page; 
simple click Back to Dashboard 
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